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ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING.OBJECTIVES: SET # 1



Long Range Goal

The student will be able to Rind map ovr:.ent in the field of

architoctu,a1

End of Corse Goals

1. The student will be able to draw a set of 'zorkin drawin's

Pnd letter them in n professional manner.

The student 111 have A basic understandin: Pnd knoyledge of

the terminolocy used in ar,lhitectural drPftinc.

,. The stulent have a baric understPn ipr of the smbols

used in architectural draftin;.

Unit T The Plot Plan

Goal: The stildent yin be able to draw a plot plan of a

dwelling.

Objective: In class the stueent will draw a plot plan from

the riven re rerence sheets which are provided by his

instructor. This will be completed in four lab

meet,irrs Pnd the following conditions would be adhered to:

1. The stud nt will locate the position and lenF,h of

cich property leF.

2. The student locate all structurc%s on the property.

The student will sho' the location of wniks, driveways,

planting; spaces and patio

4. The student will show any ucal -oltu all of ')e) prueer'v

drinage directions.

5. The student will show all of the following dimensions of



dwelling:

a. overall-frmt to back, side to side

b. Set baefs front, rear, two Fides

c. Tddth of walks, plinter, pal io slab and vidth

of r'rive,-ay

Note: No gross errors in the s.rwbol.1 "not( m" nu() dimenvir)ns

will be allowed. The n.lalit7 of the drawine. (i. e.,

lotteriii) will be bnzer' on riven standards deem('

appropriate b' tile instructor.

Goal: The student hve in underctnndin of 4he in?ormation

and terms urea in the plot-plan dr,Twin: of n Ovellin..

Objective: The student 7d11 unotell all of the info. m-tirn on

the plot plan he has pPeviau*.cDmpleted in Init The

followirg conditions will be adhered to;

1. The stu o..nt will ,.efer to the information sheots

furnished by the instructor.

2. The stur'ent will ucall-wIt" an'. dimension the following:

a. the legs of the property

b. the locaion of he property

c. the concrete walks an drive,..ay

c1. planter areas

e. locaion of utilitier:

1) line

2) water line

3) electric power

sewer line
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f. public property

I) p.:b110 walk

2) curb

3) drivel:ay approach

4) street

fence and ,:ates

3. The stun ont will make the le; .al description of the property

a. lot nmber

b. block number

c. tract number

d. city

e. state

4. The student will show the compass direction or the property.

Note: The time allotted t.'or this is three hours oC lab time.

No gross errors in the diJiensions or notes will be allowed.

The 0:Iality of the lettering an" live weiht will be based

on :iven standards deemed appropriate by the instructor.

Unit II The Working Floor Plan

Goal: The student will be able to draw a floor plan of a dwelling

in a professional manner.

Objective: In class, the st'iclent will draw a floor plan from the

given reference sheets which are provided by his instructor.

This be completed in eight lab meetings an the

folloTAng conditions would be adhered to:
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1. The student All locate the position of all walls.

a. exterior

b., outside corners and offsets

c. interior partitions

2. The stur,ent will locate the position of all doors

and windows.

3, The student will "call-out" the typos and si7,es of all

doors and windo..s.

4. The student will locate all cabinets in the dwellin.

5. The student vill show the location of all pluMbing

fixtures in the dwelling.

S. The student will show tl,e location of the dvellin's

rou.h plumbing.

7. The student will show the location of all appliances

and other eouipment (i. e., washer, dryer, etc.)

8. The student will "call-out" the material used for the

floors, walls and ceiling. (Reference sheets will be

furnished by the instructor)

9. The student will be able to draw and "call-out" the

following framing members:

ceiling joist

b. headers

c. posts

Note: No (rross errors in the s rmbols, "notes" and dimension

be allo.Ted. The oualitv of the drawin7 (i. e., line,

weicr,ht, lettering) will be bised on iv-en strIndal'ds deemed

*ff
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appropriate by the instructor.

Goal: The student will have an understanding of the information

and terms used in the floor plan drawinr, of a dT,:ellinc:*.

Objective: The student will "note" all of the information on

the floor plan he has previously completed in Unit II goal.

The following conditions will be adhered to:

1. The student will refer to the information sheets

furnished by the instructor.

2. The student will "call-out" and dimension the folloving:

a. cast iron soil pipe that connects the water closet

to the sewer line and vent.

b. plumbing walls (the plumbing will be L " wider to

accept the C. I. S. 'D
.1.

c. Tub access to be shown at the plmbing end of the tub.

d. hose bibb. (show only the symbol for the rour,:h

connection of !7).1.0

Aote: The time allotted for this is two hours of lab time.

No gross errors in the dimension or "notes" will be allowed.

The cuality of the lettering and line weight will be

based on given standArds deemed appropriate by the instructor.

Unit III Foundation Plan

Goal: The student will be able to draw a foundation plan of a

dwelli ; in a professional manner

Objective: In class, the student will draw a fomdation plan from

the given reference sheets which are provided by his instructor.



This will be comnleted in six lab mee tinf;s and the following

conditions should be adhered to:

1. The student will locate the position of all outside corners

and offsets.

2. The student will locate all porches and steps.

3. The student will locate and "call-out" all of the

reinforcing steel.

4. The student will "call-out" the thickness of the concrete

slab.

5. The student will locate all of the interior bearing footings.

Note: No gross errors in the symbols, "notes" and dimension will

be allowed. The ouality of the drPwing (i. e., line weight,

lettering) will be based on. given standards de. med. appro-

priate by the instructor.

Goal: The student will have an understanding of the information

and terms used in t"!e foundation plan drawing of a dwelling.

Objective: The student will "potc0 all of the information on

the foundation plan, be has previously completed in Unit III

goal. The following conditions will be adhered to:

1. The student will refer to the information sheets

furnished by the instructor.

2. The student will "call-out" and dimension the following:

a. reinforcing steel placement for the patio and porches.

b. the fireplace footing and steel placement

c, the column footing location and steel placement

d. foundation bolt location and size required



Note: The time allotted for this is two lab meetings. No n'oss

errors in the dimension or unotesit will be allowed. The

quality of the lettering; and line weight will be based on

given standards deemed, appropriate by the instructor.
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UNIT ONE
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INTRODUCTION

Major Concept

The student shall understand the basic or fundamental

premise under which perspective drawings function.w the

relationship to reality and other graphic forms as well.

B. Objectives

1. The student shall understand the relationship that

exists between the various types of pictorial draw.

ings by being able to differentiate between them*

Base Criterion 95% Class Reaching Standard 95%

2. The student shalt become familiar with the multi.*

view principle to the extent that he can identify

any of the three parts that make up orthographic

Projection.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 100%

The student will list and define in one sentence

fifteen component parts of a two point perspective.

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Standard 90%

The student shall understand and apply the principle

of the revolution of the picture plane.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Stan and 100%

54 Given the plan and elevation of a building, t e Btu,-

dent will correctly setup a problem on a 18 x4

work sheet using the steps described in the text'\

and develop it to a finilhod product*

Base Criterion 80% Class Reaching Standard 80%



UNIT TWO

WO POINT PERSPECTIVE

Major Concept

The student understand the implication involved in

constructing an object in two-point perspective.

Objectives.

1# The student shall understand the importance of the

location of the object on the picture plane.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 95%

20 Using the problem assigned by the instructor,' the

student will develop the problem to its conclusion

using the office method and perspective plan method

and verify the height using the direct projection

method.. Both se:racing and work sheet shall be turned

in to be evaluated by the instructor based on accu

racy of drawing0 Margin of error 1/1611.

Bare Criterion 75% Clans Reaching Standard 95

The student will be able to transfer the knowledge

and skill obtained from objective number 2 and apply

the underlying principles to an interior problems.

Two hours.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 75%

4o During the laboratory suasion, the student will be

able to draw angles, compound angles, arcs and cir"

44



etas and compound arcs in perspective. Eight hours.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 75%

5. The studen shall learn the value of the rule of diago

nal by applying the principle to a given problem.

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Standard 80%

The student shall understand how to find the vanishing

point of an angle and compound angle by the use of the

trace line. Margin of error 1/32" on construction lines

and 1/16" on point location.

Base Criterion 80% Class Reaching Standard 75%

MULTI "VANISHING POINT

A. Major Concept

The student understand that there is no limit to the

number of vanishing points used,

B. Objectives

1. Given a problem using many vanishing points, the

student ahall be able,to apply the principles

from Unit Two to this new situation.

Base Criterion 70% Class Reachinf Standard 85%

2. Given a problem with a multitude of angles on it,

the student will set up the problem, locate the

number of vanishing points required and construct

the required perspective drawing. Four hours.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 80%



UNIT FOUR

ONE POINT PERSPECTIVE

Major Concept

The student shall understand the implications involved

in constructing an object in one point perspective.

B. Objectives

1. The student understand the importance of the loco.**

tion of the object on the picture plane.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 95%

2, The student realize the value of the reference

line to obtain accuracy in a drawing.

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Standard 85%

During the laboratory session, the student will

develop a problem, assigned by the instructor, to

its conclusion using the Office Method or the ?ors-
!.

pective Plan Method and verify the results with

thetDirect Projection Method, n4Aviy

4. Outside of class, the student shall develop prom

bleat, theAenstructor assigns, to its conclusio

and utilize the method of appraoch acquired in \\nit

Two in dealing with angles, compound angles, arcs,,
\

and circles, and compound arcs and circles.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 75%



UNIT FIVE

THREE POINT PERSPECTIVE

A. Major Concept

The student will understand the conpcet of ',total b.

perspective drawing by way of the three point pers-

pective system.

B. Objectives

1. The student shall comprehend the relationship that

exist between the plan and elevation of a single

angle and that of a compoundcangle.

Base Criterion 85% Class Reaching Standard 85%

2. By way of an assignment by the instructor, the

student shall be able to relocate the new station

point imvolationship to the new compounded plan

angle and elevation.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 90%

The student shall realize the importance of the

relocation of the horizon line.and the relocation

of the vanishing points in relationship to the

checking of the original drawing.

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Stands d 90%

4. The student shall learn the function of the thi-d

vanishing point as it relates to the origiiial two

vanishing points.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 7

73
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UNIT SIX

GRIDS AND SHORTmCUTS

A. Major Concept

To familiarize student with various means of drawing
'aki

perspectives other than the standard descriptive

geometry approach,

B. Objectives

1. The student shall learn the logic used to construct

the various shortcut devices and also learn how to

use them effectively.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 95%

2. Outside of class, the student shall develop a sketch

based on one of tbo devices used and described by

the instructor in his demonstration lecture.

Base Criterion 100% Class Reaching Standard 100%



UNIT SEVEN

SHADE AND SHADOW

A. Major Concept

The student shall understand the principles underly.

in shade and shadow.

B. Objectives

l. The student shall be able to differentiate between

shade and shadow

Base Criterion 100, Class Leaching Standard 95%

2. When given plans and elevations, by the instructor,

the student shall be able to plot the shadow mechan.

ically on itself, the ground,on a bent plane and

against a wall or columnv

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 75%

When given a perspective drawing, the .student shall

be able to cast the shadow and locate the shade with

a high degree of success as determined by the in

structor when the sun is parallel to the picture

plane.

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Standard 80%

4, Given a problem, by the instructors the student

shall be able to construct the object, establish

the horizontal volnishing points, and plot the shades

and shadow.

78



Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 80%

Given a drawing of an interior of a room, with an

artificial light source, the student shall be able

to locate the areas in shade and plot the shadows'

of various objects*

Base Criterion 80% Class Reaching Standard 85%

UNIT EIGHT

REFLECTION

Major Concept

The student shall understand the principles that is

a basis for all reflection conditions,

B. Objectives

2., The student, given a drawingof objects in water,

shall be able to locate the point of reflection,

Base Criterion 90% Class Reaching Standard 95%

2* The student shall be able to reflect objects in

water by mechanical means and in each instance be

able to locate the water line,

Base Criterion 85% Class Reaching Standard 85%

3, Given a drawing, with a mirror in it the student

shall be able to reflect various shaped objects

into the mirror.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Stradard 80%

The student shall be able to use the skill and knows»

Ledge, acquired in units Two and Seven, in reflectft

ing objects in glass.

Base Criterion 75% Class Reaching Standard 80%


